At Waste Management Energy Services, we strive to be your sole source provider whether it is construction, site maintenance, seasonal modifications, remediation, transportation, treatment or disposal. We offer a comprehensive list of services and solutions regardless of the formation. We are flexible enough to service multiple formations across the US. Services may vary based upon seasonality and demand. For a more comprehensive consultation or site visit, please contact your nearest Waste Management Energy Services professional.

For more information about oil and gas services in your area:

- Call a Waste Management Professional 800 963 4776
- Send an email to wmsolutions@wm.com
- Visit www.wmsolutions.com

Who helps energy companies get the job done?

We do.
The bigger your challenge, the bigger our solution.

Welcome to Waste Management Energy Services.

Perhaps the best way to define what we do is to start with what you do. Our customers are driving the energy future and we’re right there with them. Whether it’s finding new sources of energy, constructing a pipeline, building a production facility, or restoring a site to its natural habitat, we can help get the job done – effectively, efficiently, thoroughly and responsibly. So whatever your need, chances are we have your solution – provided through a single point of contact and a singular commitment to the demanding energy environment.

### Oil Field Services
- Roustabout services and maintenance from new construction, tank battery, dehydration install, meter run install, injection wells, retro-fit and maintenance, work-over rig support
- Excavation and cleaning services from hydro and traditional excavation to frac tank cleaning, pond decommissioning, rig clean down and various other remediation services and personnel
- Reclamation services experience in a wide variety of projects – custom designs, soil amendments, prescribed seedings
- Pipeline services construction capabilities from trenching to installation
- Storm water and erosion management from plan writing and construction to implementation and inspection
- Seasonal services (e.g. snow removal), road maintenance and periodic well monitoring

### E&P Solids Management Solutions
- Cost-effective collection, transportation, treatment and disposal of cuttings, TENORM wastes and other materials
- Pad solidification and container loading services
- Assistance in gaining full compliance with national, state and local regulations
- Alignment with each customer’s internal sustainability requirements
- Development of sampling and analytical strategies of waste materials for profiling
- Access to nationwide network of 261 active landfills

### Specialized Transportation & Equipment Services
- Nationwide network of specialty vehicles and equipment. Professionally trained drivers for safe collection and transport of regulated materials
- Wide selection of specialty equipment including roll-offs, end-dumps, tractor trailers, flat boys, drop decks, watertight roll-off boxes, vacuum boxes, vacuum tankers, vac-hoes, frac tanks, clamshell boxes, indirect heating units, and NGL/propane transportation and emergency response vehicles
- Supplemental access through a comprehensive network of alliances

### Liquid Storage & Treatment Solutions
- Supplemental liquid storage, treatment and on-demand delivery services
- Proven technologies to treat flowback and production water
- Portable storage systems and on-demand delivery services to ensure availability of water in desired ratios
- OSHA-approved storage tanks (200-500-barrel, roll-off and intermodal designs)
- Mobile testing laboratories for consistent water quality
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So whatever your need, chances are we have your solution—provided through a single point of contact and a singular commitment to the demanding energy environment.

Oil Field Services
- Roustabout services and maintenance from new construction, tank battery, dehydration install, meter run install, injection wells, retro-fit and maintenance, work-over rig support
- Excavation and cleaning services from hydro and traditional excavation to frac tank cleaning, pond decommissioning, rig clean down and various other remediation services and personnel
- Reclamation services experience in a wide variety of projects—custom designs, soil amendments, prescribed seedings
- Pipeline services construction capabilities from trenching to installation
- Storm water and erosion management from plan writing and construction to implementation and inspection
- Seasonal services (e.g. snow removal), road maintenance and periodic well monitoring

E&P Solids Management Solutions
- Cost-effective collection, transportation, treatment and disposal of cuttings, TENORM wastes and other materials
- Pad solidification and container loading services
- Assistance in gaining full compliance with national, state and local regulations
- Alignment with each customer’s internal sustainability requirements
- Development of sampling and analytical strategies of waste materials for profiling
- Access to nationwide network of 261 active landfills

Specialized Transportation & Equipment Services
- Nationwide network of specialty vehicles and equipment. Professionally trained drivers for safe collection and transport of regulated materials
- Wide selection of specialty equipment including roll-offs, end-dumps, tractor trailers, low boys, flat beds, step decks, watertight roll-off boxes, vacuum boxes, vacuum tankers, vac-hoes, frac tanks, clamshell boxes, indirect heating units, NGL/propane transportation and emergency response vehicles
- Supplemental access through a comprehensive network of alliances

Liquid Storage &Treatment Solutions
- Supplemental liquid storage, treatment and on-demand delivery services
- Proven technologies to treat flowback and production water
- Portable storage systems and on-demand delivery services to ensure availability of water in desired ratios
- OSHA-approved storage tanks (200-500-barrel, roll-off and intermodal designs)
- Mobile testing laboratories for consistent water quality
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